China Merchants Shenzhen Western Terminals - UN Port Code Unification Notification

Dear clients,

In order to respond to challenges caused by various changes in the shipping industry, China Merchants Port Holdings Company Limited, a world leading port operator, established close partnership with each global carrier. China Merchants Port Holdings Company Limited (“CMPort”), formerly known as China Merchants Holdings (International) Company Limited (“CMHI”), is the port operator for Shenzhen Western’s two main container terminals – Shekou Container Terminals Ltd. (“SCT”) and Chiwan Container Terminal Co., Ltd. (“CCT”). Through optimizing two ports’ management model, their operation were unifying by the end of 2013.

In June 2015, the 5304/5349 customs code integration officially started operation. And in November 2015, Shenzhen Enter-exit Inspection and Quarantine Bureau moved Mawan Bonded Logistics Zone’s quarantine inspection services and management from Qianhaiwan Free Trade Port Area office to Shekou Enter-Exit Inspection and Quarantine Bureau, and is in charge of both. This realized the integration of customs and CIQ services among SCT and CCT.

To improve the overall efficiency of the port, provide better and more comprehensive services to our clients, and strengthen our brand influence and market competitiveness. China Merchants Shenzhen Western Terminals will make changes to the following UN port codes starting **January 1, 2017**:

**Shekou Container Terminals Ltd. (UN port code CNSHK), Chiwan Container Terminal Co., Ltd. (UN port code CNCWN) will uniformly use UN port code CNSHK.**

CNSHK is the unified Port Code for vessels calling SCT/CCT/MCT, and Terminal Identifications (SCT/CCT/MCT) contained in EDI messages which is still applied to recognize terminal facilities during the following EDI exchange between terminal and carriers and via EDI platform as well as hardcopy document(EIR):

1) Vessel Stowage (BAPLIE, MOVINS)
2) Pre-gate (COPARN/IFTMBC)
3) Gate In/Out Movements (CODECO)
4) Loading/Discharge Movements (COARRI)
5) Loading Confirmation (COPRAR)
6) VGM (VERMAS)
7) Arrival Report (SSM)

This adjustment will not affect shipping agency-related customs declaration documents, data transmission to/from Shenzhen EDI Center & CMPort Shenzhen Western Port customs
declaration platform. Please make corresponding adjustments regarding this change. For further information, you are recommended to refer to the attached Q&A or contact our Account Managers.

We’d like to thank you for your on-going support to our company.
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